THE    TRAIL    BACK
with moving through every point of the compass at one time or
another, we no longer knew where the coast lay. Finally, we
seemed to be running over a river-bed. What did this mean?
Ohohunuak turned towards me, and I took it that he was
about to speak of what was in my mind. Not at all. CI should
like your pipe,' was all he said; and when I passed it to him he
drew two puffs merely and handed it back with a *Na-ma-kto* —•
'Very good,' accompanied by a smile.
I should have known better. Of course he would not worry.
He was an Eskimo. If he became lost, he would build an igloo
— one more igloo among so many. And sitting beside me, lost
as I was sure we were, he fell peacefully asleep behind his snow-
glasses, woke now and again to urge on the dogs, and fell once
more asleep. We drove on, moved out of the river-bed, dis-
covered finally that we had come too far east, and determined
to follow the now recovered coastline where we were sure we
should come upon the track of sleds.
A squall blew over us, and Ohohunuak shook himself awake.
As the snow drifted through the air and turned the islands into
phantom shapes, he looked at me through his eyelashes and I
felt that he was weighing me in his balance. Had I been found
wanting? Not this time. And when, at the height of the storm,
he stopped the sled and proposed tea — a Chinese would not
have played with the Kabloona more subtly — I smiled and
said, eOf course.* He sent me a broad grin and whipped up
the dogs.
Ka-mo-tik! (A sled.) It was not actually a sled; but the track
of sleds was there and the sleds were clear in the mind's eye.
Tracks in this immensity speak an eloquent language that fills
the thoughts of the man on the trail. How old is this track?
Who made it? We'll have a look. Seven dogs. Sled not weighed
down. Track not deep, he must have been running fast, — like
us, running out of the storm. Look here! A second sled has
moved in. The two tracks are now one, and the haste of their
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